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The Fredholm integral equation of the first kind is a well known example of
linear ill-posed problems and of functional equations that do not admit of a direct
analytical solution in terms of their data. We show that a variational perturbation
Ž . Ž .of the kernel, K ¤ , x , ¤ , x g V, in an inverse-problem space, dual to the
solution space, can yield for the integral equation a maximum a posteriori direct
Ž . 1 Ž Ž ..primal solution c x , x g I. This dual space L V; g K happens to be a certainC
Ž . 1restriction of a nonlinearly covariantly weighted L -space. It is proved that the
emerging analytical primal solution must satisfy an equivalent regularizing Urysohn
nonlinear integral equation, with a movable bifurcation point, and that it belongs
1Ž Ž .. 1 Ž Ž ..also in a certain nonlinearly weighted L I; r c space invoked by L V; g K .C
An analytical explanation is advanced for a possible autotransformability between
the first-kind and second-kind Fredholm integral equations as a result of perturba-
tions of K only in the dual space. Q 2000 Academic Press
Key Words: Fredholm integral equations; first kind; inverse problem formulation;
severely ill-posed equations; maximum a posteriori method; nonlinear Urysohn
integral equation.
1. INTRODUCTION
A good deal of classical mathematical analysis has been concerned with
Ž .obtaining strong or weak solutions, f x , in analytical or numerical form,
to various algebraic, differential, integral, or pseudo differential operator
equations.
For pseudo differential operator equations of integer order, n g Zq,
defined viz.,
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the problem has rested with the fact that an explicit solution
f x s ‘ q x , g x 4Ž . Ž . Ž .< <a Fna
Ž .in terms of the data or coefficients turns out to be practically impossible
in general, and to be particularly so for these operator equations in their
first kind form. Such a difficulty is widely recognized in the theory of linear
integral equations, where only the second kind Fredholm integral equation
b
f ¤ s g ¤ q « K ¤ , x f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
5 5y1admits, only when « - K , of a closed form solution, namely, of2
b
f ¤ s g ¤ q « R ¤ , x ; « g x dx.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
The above direct semi-analytical solution is however tied to the conver-
Ž .gence and weighted integrability of the resolvent kernel R ¤ , x; « in
certain spaces and for certain values of the parameter « . This takes place
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .particularly because R ¤ , x; « s D ¤ , x; « rD « , with D ¤ , x; « and
Ž .D « representing respectively the Fredholm minor and determinant; both
are power series in « . Moreover, the addressed situation happens to
worsen, and rather significantly, with the first kind linear ‘‘nonhomoge-
neous’’ Fredholm integral equation
b
g ¤ s K ¤ , x f x dx , 1.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
w x w x Ž .in which x g I s a, b , ¤ g J s c, d , and J = I s V. Written in oper-
Ž . Ž .ator notation as g s Af and in specified spaces: g g G J while f g F I ,
A: F“ G.
Ž .Relation 1.1 has incidentally always been a typical example of a
functional equation for which the solution is not directly and explicitly
 4expressible in terms of its data, which is namely the set I, J, K, g . This
feature applies also even to the implicit solvability of this problem which
can be expected only in restricted classes of F and for certain types of A
Ž .operators. In particular, if K ¤ , x is continuous on V then A is a compact
2Ž . 2Ž .operator from L I into L J . Here for the case of compact A opera-
Ž .tors, the rather pathological solvability of 1.1 has been well researched
Ž w x. 2see, e.g., 1, 3, 9 only in an L -setting satisfying the classical Picard
w xcriterion 10, 11 . This solvability can also be investigated by the general
theory formulated for continuous operators whose range is not closed and
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Žby other techniques that are applicable to certain types of the kernel see,
w x.e.g., 6, 7 .
The variational approach to solving operator equations rests on the idea
of allowing for a rough, but convenient, assumption about the adjoint
Ž .dual solution in the dual space to enable the derivation of the primal
solution in some weak form. In the technique that we advance in this
Ž .paper, the inverse problem solution for K ¤ , x will play a role similar to
that of the dual solution in classical variational analysis. In particular, we
Ž .shall derive an explicit solution for 1.1 with kernels in a dual space which
Ž . 1is a certain restriction of a nonlinearly covariantly weighted L -space,
1 Ž Ž ..L V, g K , via a perturbational auxiliary construction involving a gener-C
alized moment problem. In Section 2 we illustrate how the auxiliary
problem, which has a maximum a posteriori solution, can be utilized in a
certain inverse-problem formulation to establish that some variational
Ž .perturbation of the kernel of 1.1 in its dual space may yield for it a
Ž .closed-form primal solution c x . Our main result, reported in Section 3,
is that this analytical solution must satisfy an equivalent, well-posed, but
nonlinear homogeneous functional equation of the second-kind repre-
sented by a Urysohn-type regularizing integral equation with a movable
‘Ž .bifurcation point. Moreover, after noting that the L I space is endowed
with the norm
5 5 ‘ < <c s sup c x ,Ž .L
xgI
w 1Ž . ‘Ž y1 .xwe shall utilize the main result to prove the inclusion L I l L I; x
2Ž y1 .; L I; x and then to illustrate that this Urysohn integral equation is
equivalent to a unique Fredholm integral equation of the second kind with
1Ž Ž ..a degenerate kernel and having the solution space L I; r c s
2Ž y1 . 1 Ž Ž ..L I; x l L V; g K . The reported theory provides an analyticalC
explanation for the autotransformability between first kind and second
kind Fredholm integral equations as a result of perturbations of K only in
the dual space.
2. AUXILIARY CONSTRUCTION
˜ Ž˜ . Ž . Ž .Assume A to be characterized by a kernel K ¤ , x s h x E ¤ f
Ž . Ž .K ¤ , x , which is a perturbed form of K ¤ , x , in order to pose the
˜ ˜ ˜problem of finding the solution f of g s A f. Stated in other words, let us
invoke the degenerate generalized moment problem
b
g ¤ s h x Y ¤ , x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H
a
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˜Ž . Ž . Ž .with the degenerate solution Y ¤ , x s E ¤ f x .
Ž .Since Y ¤ , x may subsequently be approximated to a certain nondegen-
Ž .erate w ¤ , x , then the above integral equation may heuristically be
conceived as a special case of the generalized moment problem
b
g ¤ s h x w ¤ , x dx 2.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž .with the weight function h x g H. This g s Bw operator equation with
Ž .w g U V and B: U“ G is in fact a non-standard ‘‘parameterized’’ first
kind Fredholm integral equation or an identification problem, a problem
w xthat is posed in practice by nuclear radiation logging in geophysics 2 and
w xby some special applications in tomography 4, 5 . It should be noted from
Ž . Ž .the outset that the minimal norm solution or generalized solution of 2.1
is given by
1
qw ¤ , x s g ¤ h x .Ž . Ž . Ž .25 5h
 4‘ HAlso, if u is an orthonormal base in the orthogonal complement, H ,n ns1
of H, then the nonunique solution
‘
qw ¤ , x s w ¤ , x q c ¤ u xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý n n
ns1
Ž . Ž .always exists for 2.1 if the c ¤ ’s are arbitrary square-integrable func-n
tions subject to the condition
‘
d 2< <c ¤ d¤ - ‘.Ž .Ý H n
cns1
However, a unique ‘‘particular’’ solution, satisfying a certain supplemen-
Ž .tary consistency condition, can be specified for 2.1 in a way that allows
Ž .for the restoration of a stable analytical solution to 1.1 with some
regularization features. This solution may be developed via a maximum a
Ž .posteriori method to solve 2.1 which views its two-dimensional solution as
a joint probability distribution with the extremization of its covariance as
the supplementary condition. In effect, our approach derives for the
Ž .severely ill-posed moment problem 2.1 , which may not accept a unique
exact solution, an associated second-kind, two-dimensional integral equa-
tion having a unique Neumann-series type of extremal norm direct solu-
tion.
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So let us start with defining the ij-order moment of the solution,
b d i j qw s ¤ x w ¤ , x d¤ dx ; i , j g Z 2.2Ž . Ž .H Hi j
a c
and
y ¤ , x s wy1w ¤ , x 2.3Ž . Ž . Ž .00
as a joint probability distribution function of some two random variables V
and X, viz.
Pr c F V F d, a F X F b s y s 1.Ž . 00
Ž .Assume moreover in the following that for this y ¤ , x distribution
Ž . Ž .function there exist the means m ¤ s y and m x s y , so as to bey 10 y 01
able to define for it the variances
s 2 ¤ s y y y2 and s 2 x s y y y2 ,Ž . Ž .y 20 10 y 02 01
a covariance
cov y s y y y y , 2.4Ž . Ž .11 10 01
and a normalized covariance or correlation coefficient
R y s cov y rs x s ¤ . 2.5Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .y y
w xIt is a common knowledge 8 that if y has a correlation coefficient, then
y1 F R y F 1 2.6Ž . Ž .
Ž .with the extreme limits, R y s "1, attained when X and V are linearly
dependent; a situation that covers the case of difference-type ‘‘kernels’’
y ¤ , x s y ¤ y x ,Ž . Ž .
which are known when a s c s y‘ and b s d s ‘, to be generators of
the convolution-type integral equations, which are in general solvable by
Ž . Ž . Ž .operational methods. Alternatively, for a separable y ¤ , x s G ¤ F x ,
Ž . Ž .one has R y s 0. Moreover, if the solution w ¤ , x is curiously assumed
Ž . Ž . Ž .to be a separable function, w ¤ , x s w G ¤ F x , and if it happens that00
² : Ž .the dot product h, F s 0, then G ¤ is an indeterminate; hence this
kind of separable solution can never exist.
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Ž .DEFINITION 2.1. The T V space of degenerate functions is the set of
Ž .all w ¤ , x satisfying
N
w ¤ , x s G ¤ F xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1
 Ž .4  Ž .4where G ¤ and F x are two finite sets of linearly independenti i
functions.
Ž .LEMMA 2.1. For the solution of 2.1 to be unique, it is necessary that
w ¤ , x f T V l HH I . 2.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .A possible way to stabilize w ¤ , x of 2.7 could therefore be through
Ž .imposing the additional constraint of defining R w for it. This is done by
letting
P ¤ s wy1 g ¤ , 2.8Ž . Ž . Ž .00
w x Ž .and selecting b g y1, 1 to replace the problem of solving 2.1 with the
problem of solving the semilinear system of equations
R y s b 2.9Ž . Ž .
b
P ¤ s h x y ¤ , x dx , 2.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
in which both w and b are certain constants.00
Ž . Ž .As a unique w ¤ , x should necessarily have a high R y , then the
Ž . Ž .solution of 2.9 and 2.10 must be equivalent to the solution of the
isoperimetric variational problem,
extremize R y , subject to 2.10 and 2.6 , 2.11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2Ž .with the strongly nonlinear objective functional R y in a weighted L V .
This formulation can always be replaced by the more relaxed isoperimetric
problem
extremize cov y , subject to 2.10 , 2.12Ž . Ž . Ž .
1Ž .in a certain weighted L V .
In the analysis to follow we shall need the additional notation
y1 y1 y1
u s 2 b y a d y c d q c , 2.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
² y1 2:y1 y1H ¤ , x s x , h x h x g ¤ , 2.14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gh
² y1 2:y1² : y1G x s 1 y x , h 1, h x h x . 2.15Ž . Ž . Ž .h
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Ž . Ž .THEOREM 2.1. The solution w ¤ , x of 2.1 , which extremizes an existing
Ž y1 .cov w w , satisfies00
b d
w ¤ , x s H ¤ , x q u G x ¤ y t w t , j dt dj . 2.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hgh h
a c
Proof. This result is constructed by stationarizing the Lagrangian
L s x¤ q xy y m ¤ h x y ¤ , xŽ . Ž . Ž .10
Ž .of the isoperimetric variational problem 2.12 , which admits of the La-
grangian multiplier function
y1y1 2 y1 y1 y1² : ² : ² :m ¤ s x , h u w g ¤ y 1, h ¤ q 1, h w w .Ž . Ž .00 00 10
Ž .The second kind two-dimensional integral equation 2.16 happens re-
markably to have a convolution-type kernel, viz.,
b d ²² ::¤ y t w t , j dt dj s ¤ , w ,Ž . Ž .H H Ž¤ .
a c
Ž .in the free parameter of 2.1 . It is not difficult to show also that its
Ž .left-hand side satisfies the necessary condition for uniqueness; i.e., w ¤ , x
Ž . H Ž .f T V l H I . These must clearly be regularizational features that
Ž .enhance the solvability of 2.16 by means of the iterative process
²² ::w ¤ , x s H ¤ , x q u G x ¤ , w . 2.17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž¤ .n gh h ny1
Ž .Note moreover that 2.17 is equivalent to
n
m Žm.w ¤ , x s u w ¤ , x , 2.18Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn
ms0
with an mth iteration derived recursively from
Žm. ²² Žmy1.::w ¤ , x s G x ¤ , w 2.19Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž¤ .h
and
w Ž0. ¤ , x s H ¤ , x . 2.20Ž . Ž . Ž .gh
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 Ž .4 Ž .A study of the convergence of the w ¤ , x sequence of 2.18 requiresn
Ž . Ž .us to define the following bounds for G x and H ¤ , x , viz.,h gh
< <max G x F C ; ; x g I , 2.21Ž . Ž .h
< <max H ¤ , x F G; ; ¤ , x g V , 2.22Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gh
with C and G as positive constants.
Ž . Ž . Ž .LEMMA 2.2. If G x and H ¤ , x are bounded in the sense of 2.21h hg
Ž . Ž .and 2.22 respecti¤ely, then for the series 2.18 to con¤ergence when n “ ‘,
it is sufficient that
² :² y1 2:y1 y1 < < < <max 1 y 1, h x , h x h x F d q c r2 d ; ; x g I. 2.23Ž . Ž . 4
< Ž0. < < <Proof. Clearly w s H F G andgh
< Ž1. < < <²² Ž0.:: < < < < < <w F G ¤ , w F GC d b y a d y c .Ž¤ .h
Moreover,
< Ž2. < < <²² Ž1.:: 2 < < 2 < < 2 < < 2w F G ¤ , w F GC d b y a d y c ,Ž¤ .h
and in general
< Žm. < m < < m < < m < < mw F GC d b y a d y c .
Hence
n n n
m m m m mm Žm. Žm. m< < < < < < < < < < < <u w ¤ , x F u w F G u C d b y a d y c ,Ž .Ý Ý Ý
ms0 ms0 ms0
Ž .and therefore 2.18 is absolutely and uniformly convergent in V if
< < < < < < < <J s u C d b y a d y c - 1. 2.24Ž .
Ž .COROLLARY 2.2. The solution to 2.1 of Theorem 2.1 is a con¤ergent
‘‘generalized’’ Neumann series
‘
m Žm.w ¤ , x s u w ¤ , x . 2.25Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý
ms0
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Ž . Ž .Proof. Relation 2.25 is a direct consequence of the fact that 2.18 is
majorized by the geometric series
‘
mG J s Gr 1 y JŽ .Ý
ms0
Ž .which converges when 2.23 is satisfied.
Finally, in order to analyze the accuracy of the present iterative method
Ž .for solving 2.16 , we define the truncation error
‘
m Žm.d ¤ , x s w ¤ , x y w ¤ , x s u w ¤ , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ýn n
msnq1
and
< <D s max d ¤ , x , ; ¤ , x g V .Ž . Ž .n n
Result 2.1. Under the same conditions as in Lemma 2.2,
nq1< < < < < < < <D F G 2C d r d q c r 1 y 2C d r d q c .Ž . Ž .n
Ž .Obviously then lim D s 0 if 2.23 is satisfied.n
n“‘
3. MAIN RESULT
Ž .An inverse problem reasoning may suggest that the same f x solution
Ž . Ž .to 1.1 may possibly result from different K ¤ , x kernels even for the
same g and I. Moreover, due to the ill-posedness of the problem of solving
Ž . Ž1.1 , it is not unreasonable to argue that a certain perturbation of K in
.an inverse problem sense , and only in a space dual to the solution space
Ž . Ž .of 1.1 , could possibly render 1.1 solvable.
CŽ . Ž .DEFINITION 3.1. The T V space is the set of all K ¤ , x satisfying
N
K ¤ , x / G ¤ F xŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý i i
is1
 Ž .4  Ž .4where G ¤ and F x are two finite sets of linearly independenti i
functions.
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Ž . pŽ .DEFINITION 3.2. Let K ¤ , x g L V , p ) 1, and V be compact; then
b d
g K ; ¤ , x s g K s ¤x y ¤ xK ¤ , x d¤ dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H H
a c
Ž .is a covariant weight function of K ¤ , x .
1Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 3.3. The nonlinearly weighted space L V; g K , en-
5 5 1Ž .dowed with K , is said to be a covariantly weighted L V space.1; g ŽK .
pŽ .LEMMA 3.1. If K g L V , p ) 1, and V is compact, then K g
1Ž Ž ..L V; g K .
1 1 qŽ .Proof. Let q s 1, then x g L V when V is compact. Thereforep q
1Ž . b d Ž . Ž . Ž . qŽ .xK g L V ; i.e., H H xK ¤ , x d¤ dx, in g K , is finite and g K g L V .a c
Consequently,
b d
g K K ¤ , x s ¤xK ¤ , x y ¤ xK ¤ , x d¤ dx K ¤ , xŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
a c
1 1Ž . Ž Ž ..must belong in L V , meaning that K g L V; g K .
pŽ . 5 5COROLLARY 3.1. A perturbation, dK, of K g L V satisfying dK -p
5 5‘ should also satisfy dK - ‘.1; g ŽK .
2Ž .If p s 2, then K belongs in the Hilbert space, L V , which is of the
pŽ .most practical importance. Note, however, that L V of Lemma 3.1 could
also possibly be any fractional-order space.
Ž .DEFINITION 3.4. Let L V be the space of functions, defined on V,
which are separable with respect to a symmetric nondegenerate weight
Ž .function to two positive functions. Then K g L V if it is representable as
K ¤ , x s x ¤ , x p ¤ q x ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .with p ¤ ) 0, q x ) 0, and
x ¤ , x s x x , ¤ g TC V .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . CŽ .LEMMA 3.2. L V ; T V .
Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.3 Symmetrizibility . The integral equation 1.1 with a non-
Ž .symmetric K g L V is reducible, by means of the transformation
p xŽ . ˆf x s f x ,Ž . Ž .( q xŽ .
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to the integral equation
b ˆg ¤ s S ¤ , x f x dx ,Ž . Ž . Ž .ˆ H
a
ha¤ing the symmetric nondegenerate kernels
q ¤ p xŽ . Ž .
S ¤ , x s K ¤ , xŽ . Ž .( p ¤ q xŽ . Ž .
and
q ¤Ž .
g ¤ s g ¤ .Ž . Ž .ˆ ( p ¤Ž .
Ž .DEFINITION 3.5. Let n be the smallest eigenvalue of x ¤ , x in1
Ž .Definition 3.2. If for K g L V the additional two requirements
Ž .i n / 0,1
d¤dxb dŽ .ii - ‘,H H p ¤ q xŽ . Ž .a c
Ž . Ž .are satisfied, then K g L V ; L V .C
Ž .DEFINITION 3.6. The restriction space of covariantly weighted K ¤ , x
1 Ž Ž ..functions, L V; g K , is given byC
1 1 <L V ; g K s K g L V ; g K l L V K / 0 3.1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . 4Ž . Ž .C C 00
5 5and is endowed with the norm K .1; g ŽK .
1 Ž Ž .. Ž .PROPOSITION 3.1. L V; g K is a dual to the solution space of 1.1 .C
Ž y1 .LEMMA 3.4. A sufficient condition for cov K K to be bounded is that00
1 Ž Ž ..K g L V; g K .C
Proof. The proof is shown by invoking the Kellogg method for estimat-
Ž .ing n in a Hilbert integral involving K ¤ , x .1
We shall further need to adhere to the following notation
b² :A s 1, f s f x dx , 3.2Ž . Ž .Hf
a
b d
¤ y t K t , j dt dj s ¤K y K , 3.3Ž . Ž . Ž .H H 00 10
a c
b y1 2 y1 2² :B s t f t dt s t , f . 3.4Ž . Ž .Hf
a
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Ž .THEOREM 3.1. If the kernel K ¤ , x is perturbed in the dual space
1 Ž Ž .. Ž y1 .L V; g K so as to extremize co¤ K K , then the related primal solution,C 00




l s g ¤ y u ¤K y K A d¤ 3.5Ž . Ž . Ž .H 00 10 c½ 5
c
of the Urysohn integral equation
d
c x s l x K ¤ , x y u ¤K y K B d¤ . 3.6Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 00 10 c
c
Ž .Proof. Reconsider 1.1 in the inverse-problem formulation
b
g ¤ s c x K ¤ , x dx , 3.7Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž . Ž .in which f x is assumed to be a known unique function and K ¤ , x is an
Ž y1 .unknown ¤-parameterized ‘‘solution.’’ If cov K K exists and if00
² y1 2:y1 y1H ¤ , x s x , c x c x g ¤ 3.8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gc
and
² y1 2:y1 y1G x s 1 y A x , c x c x , 3.9Ž . Ž . Ž .c c
Ž .then it is possible to apply 2.16 to write
K ¤ , x s H ¤ , x q u G x ¤K y K . 3.10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .gc c 00 10
Define then
d
l ¤ s g ¤ yu ¤K yK A g ¤ yu ¤K yK A d¤Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H00 10 c 00 10 c
c
3.11Ž .
as a weighting function satisfying
d
l ¤ d¤ s 1,Ž .H
c
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .to combine relations 3.2 ] 3.4 with 3.7 ] 3.9 and rearrange them in
Ž . Ž .3.10 to arrive at the nonlinear integral equation 3.6 , which admits
Ž .always of the trivial solution, c x ’ 0. Moreover, the trivial solution may
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Ž . Ž .branch to nontrivial solutions of 3.6 whenever l satisfies 3.5 . Also, since
Ž .A s A is a certain constant of 3.6 thenc
² : ² :a s 1, c y A r 1, cc
effectively plays the role of a regularization parameter in this setting.
Ž .Relation 3.6 may be rewritten in the form
d
5 5c x r c s l x K ¤ , x y u ¤K y K d¤ 3.12Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .2; 1r x H 00 10
c
and subsequently used to straightforwardly prove the inclusion result that
follows.
2Ž y1 . 1 Ž Ž .. 1Ž Ž ..DEFINITION 3.7. L I; x l L V; g K s L I; r c .C
THEOREM 3.2. For c s Ay1 g satisfying Theorem 3.1 there holds
1 ‘ y1 2 y1L I l L I ; x ; L I ; xŽ . Ž . Ž .
and
A : L1 I ; r c “ L1 J l L1 V ; g K .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .C
Under the weak conditions of this theorem, the solution to the first kind
Ž .ill-posed linear Fredholm integral equation 1.1 must be a solution to the
homogeneous second kind well-posed but nonlinear Urysohn regularizing
Ž .integral equation 3.6 . This primal solution can effectively be conceived as
Ž .a kind of a dual extremal norm solution to the inverse problem of 1.1 .
1 Ž Ž ..Incidentally, the possibility that the space L V; g K for this theoremC
Ž .may contain a single K ¤ , x function should not be ruled out. Further-
more, as this nonlinear integral equation happens to be parameterized in
A , the continuity of its solution as a function of this parameter is crucialc
for its well-posedness.
Ž . o  4THEOREM 3.3. If a solution to 1.1 exists for a particular A g A ,c c
then it depends continuously on A in the neighborhood of Ao .c c
o Ž . < o Ž .Proof. Assume that for A one of the solutions, c x A , to 3.6 isc c
Ž .known. Differentiate then both sides of 3.6 partially with respect to Ac
Ž . Ž . < oto obtain for ›r› A c x A another second kind Fredholm integralC c
equation. Now if l is not an eigenvalue of the kernel of this second kind
integral equation, then by means of the implicit function theorem one can
5 o 5establish, for small values of A y A , that this should be a necessaryc c
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Ž .and sufficient condition for 3.6 to have a uniquely identifiable solution
Ž . o Ž . < o oc x , continuously depending on A , and equaling c x A for A s A .c c c c
To complete the required notation we consider
d 1 2 2W x s K ¤ , x d¤ y u K d y c q u K d y c , 3.13Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 00 102
c
d
g ¤ d¤Ž .H
ca x s xW x , 3.14Ž . Ž . Ž .




K y ¤K d¤Ž .H 10 00
cb x s xW x , 3.15Ž . Ž . Ž .
b 2t W t dtŽ .H
a
Ž . Ž .in order to reveal that the nonlinear integral equation 3.5 , 3.6 is in fact
Ž .and remarkably equivalent to a pertaining unique linear Fredholm inte-
gral equation of the second kind. This equation is, as anticipated, explicitly
Ž .free of the regularization parameter a and yields a dual extremal norm
Ž . Ž .primal solution c x to the integral equation 1.1 , which may possibly
admit of more than one solution or even be unsolvable.
THEOREM 3.4. Any solution to
b
c x s a x q u b x c t dt 3.16Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž .satisfies 1.1 and ¤ice ¤ersa.
Ž . Ž .Proof. Rewrite 3.5 , 3.6 as
b y1 2c x s l xW x B s l xW x t c t dt ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H
a
Ž .where B stands for the B of 3.4 to simplify notation. Thereforec
b y1 2 2 2 2B s t B l t W t dtŽ .H
a
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and
b2 2B s 1rl t W t dt .Ž .H
a
Ž .Consider then 3.5 for l in
xW xŽ .
c x s 3.17Ž . Ž .
b 2l t W t dtŽ .H
a
Ž . Ž .together with 3.13 ] 3.15 to arrive at the required result.
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Alternatively, substitute c x for f x in 1.1 and consider 3.5 to-
Ž . Ž .gether with 3.13 ] 3.15 to obtain an identity.
Ž y1 .Therefore the extremization of cov K K by the primal solution of00
Ž . Ž .3.17 , to 1.1 , under the same conditions as Theorem 3.1, autotransforms
this first kind integral equation, with a nondegenerate kernel, into the
Ž .equivalent second kind Fredholm integral equation 3.16 with the degen-
Ž . Ž .erate kernel b x, t s b x . It should be noted moreover that in this
primal solution,
c x s Q xW x , 3.18Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .W x is defined exclusively by the kernel of 1.1 . However, its scaling
constant,
b 2Q s 1rl t W t dtŽ .H
a
d b 2s g ¤ d¤r t W t dtŽ . Ž .H H½ 5
c a
b d
= 1 y u j W j dj ¤K y K d¤Ž . Ž .H H 00 10½
a c
b b d2t W t dt q u j W j dj ¤K y K d¤ ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H 00 10 5
a a c
3.19Ž .
depends clearly on all the data for this integral equation.
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4. APPLICATIONS
Ž .It is well known that Eq. 1.1 admits of a closed form analytical solution
only in rare situations. The presented theory, however, yields such a
Ž .solution or solutions for all first kind integral equations with K g
1 Ž Ž ..L V; g K . In this section we shall provide a number of numericalC
examples on the applicability of this theory.
EXAMPLE 4.1. The first kind integral equation
pr21 y1¤ sin p ¤ s cos ¤ xf x dx ,Ž .H2
0
Ž .with the nondegenerate K ¤ , x s cos ¤x, can by inspection be verified to
Ž . Ž .admit of the solution f x ’ 1, ; ¤ g y‘, ‘ .
Ž . 3Its perturbed dual space solution, c x , for which u s 64rp , is the
p pŽ . Ž . w x w xunique function c x s QxW x s Q sin x y 0.285x ; ¤ g 0, .4 4
EXAMPLE 4.2. We revisit the first kind integral equation, discussed in
w x5 ,
2y¤ y¤e s e rln 2 q b x sin 2 x y 3 ¤ f x dxŽ . Ž . Ž .H
1
Ž .with the parameterized in b g y‘, ‘ nondegenerate kernel
y¤ w xK ¤ , x s e rln 2 q b x sin 2 x y 3 ¤ ; ¤ g 0, 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . y1By inspection observe that f x s x is a stable solution that happens
to be insensitive to variations of b.
Its primal solution, for which u s 2, is
1
c x s QxW x s Qx K ¤ , x d¤ q 2 K y K .Ž . Ž . Ž .H 10 00
0
Ž .Clearly, c x is not unique for this example and represents a family of
solutions
2 w xc x s bQx 2 x y 3 cos 2 x y 3 y 1 q Q 2 K y K x .Ž . Ž . Ž . 10 00
EXAMPLE 4.3. Consider
2 w xJ ¤ s K ¤ , x f x dx , ¤ g 0, 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H0
1
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with the nonsymmetric kernel
1 y x ¤ , 0 F ¤ - xŽ .
K ¤ , x s ,Ž . 2½ ¤ 1 q x , x - ¤ F 1Ž .
which is obviously nondegenerate. Although an analytical solution is
unknown to exist for this integral equation, its primal solution can straight-
forwardly be evaluated to be
1 3 w xc x s Qx 4 q x 1 y x q Q 2 K y K x .Ž . Ž . Ž . 10 002
5. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The established deep connection between the linear Fredholm integral
equation of the first kind and the regularizing Urysohn nonlinear integral
equation explains its possible autotransformability into a second kind
equivalent. Note that the regularized Urysohn nonlinear equivalent is in
fact a linear second kind Fredholm integral equation for the direct
Ž . Ž .analytical solution, c x , of 1.1 .
Our main result is universal but for the limitation of the assumption on
Ž .the existence of the means and standard deviations for the solution y ¤ , x
of the auxiliary moment problem.
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